An overview of principles for classifying brain tumors.
The purpose of this review is to clarify for the nonneuropathologist some of the confusing issues concerning the classification of brain tumors. Following a short discussion of the commonly used methods to diagnose brain tumors clinically (frozen section, light and electron microscopy, immunohistochemistry), the general principles of classifying neural tumors are presented. Grading of tumors on the basis of histological anaplasia, and the concept that tumor cells can be related to specific cytological stages of normal cellular development (cytogenetic classification) are presented. The World Health Organization system of classifying neural tumors is an attempt to develop a standardized classification scheme with as few interpretative controversies as possible, but it has required revision as new information has been gained. The major clinical and biological features of the commonest tumor groups are then discussed. It is unlikely that improvements in the classification of brain tumors will be based solely on histological information. Definitions of tumor entities that will provide more accurate prognoses and bases for effective therapy will require considerably more information at the molecular level than is currently available.